Virtual Bootcamp

What is open in open science?

June 08-09, 2021

Bootcamp Programme

Task 6.1 - WP6. Creating a High Impact European Open Science and Innovation University
At a glance:

- New digital technologies and tools, together with new open physical and digital infrastructures, have disrupted the openness of the institution of open science in universities and are remodelling their science and innovation practices, cognitive norms, and processes as well as challenging their existing cultures, missions, and policies.

- All partners will look at which transformations are ongoing at their universities with the aim to align and reinforce partner’s initiatives towards a common open science and innovation institutional vision.

- WP6 will together develop (Deliverable 1) Unite! Open science and innovation strategic roadmap.

Day 1

- **What?** Team building session, open science squares, co-creation workshop.
- **When?** Tuesday, 8 June, 10:00 – 14:00 (Lisbon) – 11:00 – 15:00 (Barcelona, Darmstadt, Grenoble, Stockholm, Torino) - 12:00 – 16:00 (Helsinki)
- **Links:** [https://aalto.zoom.us/j/65184527430](https://aalto.zoom.us/j/65184527430)

- **What?** Social event.
- **When?** Tuesday, 8 June, 16:00 – 18:00 (Lisbon) – 17:00 – 19:00 (Barcelona, Darmstadt, Grenoble, Stockholm, Torino) - 18:00 – 20:00 (Helsinki)
- **Links:** [https://aalto.zoom.us/j/62916281142](https://aalto.zoom.us/j/62916281142)

Day 2

- **What?** Co-creation workshops and open science square.
- **When?** Wednesday, 9 June, 10:00 – 14:00 (Lisbon) – 11:00 – 15:00 (Barcelona, Darmstadt, Grenoble, Stockholm, Torino) - 12:00 – 16:00 (Helsinki)
- **Links:** [https://aalto.zoom.us/j/64961445090](https://aalto.zoom.us/j/64961445090)

Organisers contact information:

Rubén Vicente-Sáez ([ruben.vicente-saez@aalto.fi](mailto:ruben.vicente-saez@aalto.fi))
Robin Gustafsson ([robin.gustafsson@aalto.fi](mailto:robin.gustafsson@aalto.fi))
Suvi Lavinto ([suvi.lavinto@aalto.fi](mailto:suvi.lavinto@aalto.fi))
DAY 1, Tuesday, 8 June

Join session via: https://aalto.zoom.us/j/65184527430
Agenda is in Helsinki time

12:00-12:15 Welcome, goals of the Bootcamp, and team introduction: Let’s Unite! (15min)

Rubén Vicente-Sáez, Robin Gustafsson and Suvi Lavinto

12:15-13:30 Open science square: What is open for sharing across Unite!? (1h15min) 12:50-13:00 “Zoom-coffee break” (10min)

Rubén Vicente-Sáez

- This interactive virtual dialogue among team members will explore partner’s open sharing initiatives (policies and practices): e.g. open data, open access, open protocol, open repositories, or open prototypes. For preparing to this session, please kindly explore the booklet with all partner’s initiatives before this interactive session.

13:30-13:50 “Zoom-lunch break” (20min)

13:50-14:40 Open science square: What is open for inviting across Unite!? (50min)

Robin Gustafsson

- This interactive virtual dialogue among team members will explore partner’s open sharing initiatives (policies and practices): e.g. open collaborative tools, transdisciplinary research practices, citizen science, participatory design, open physical lab, or crowdsourcing practices. For preparing to this session, please kindly explore the booklet with all partner’s initiatives before this interactive session.
14:40-14:50 “Zoom-coffee break” (10min)

14:50-15:40 Co-creation workshop: A synthesis of the strengths, opportunities, weaknesses and threats for the opening-up of science and innovation across Unite! (50min)

Rubén Vicente-Sáez and Robin Gustafsson

- Through this co-creation session, team members will analyse the external and internal factors promoting and preventing the adoption of open science initiatives - policies and practices - across Unite!

15:40-16:00 Wrap up and next steps (20min)

DAY 1, Tuesday, 8 June

18:00-20:00 Social event: Cooking open science!

Join session via: https://aalto.zoom.us/j/65184527430

Rubén Vicente-Sáez and Robin Gustafsson

- This creative and hands-on social event will help to experience what is open in open science
DAY 2, Wednesday, 9 June

Join session via: https://aalto.zoom.us/j/64961445090
Agenda is in Helsinki time

12:00-13:45 Co-creation workshop: Developing a strategic vision for the creation of a high impact European open science and innovation University (1h 45min)
Robin Gustafsson and Rubén Vicente-Sáez
- Based on the internal and external analyses conducted previously, this workshop will facilitate the development of Unite! Open science and innovation strategic roadmap.

13:45-14:05 “Zoom-lunch break” (20min)

14:05-14:55 Co-creation workshop: Working together to define how to embed the Open Science, Open Innovation and the SDGs as principles for the communication plan of the H2020 (50min)
Lourdes Reig Puig and Suvi Lavinto
- This session with WP9 will reinforce the development of a communication plan for Unite! H2020.

14:55-15:05 “Zoom-coffee break” (10 min)

15:05-15:35 Open science square: the excellence of Unite! outsiders (30min)
Rubén Vicente-Sáez
- This interactive virtual dialogue among team members will explore what is an academic entrepreneur in the digital era. This session will help setting up the operational steps for implementing Task 6.2

15:35-16:00 Wrap up and next steps for 2021 (25min)